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Dario robleto,
Candles Un-burn,
Suns Un-shine, Death
Un-dies, 2010,
digital composite on
photographic paper
mounted on sintra,
46 x 65 1⁄2 x 2".

unseen women who were just girls when the recordings were made, if
the women ever existed at all. It is particularly poignant that the source
records for this piece belonged to Robleto’s mother, she who most likely
saw herself interpellated by these pop stars’ love songs. Fandom’s obsession with presence is revealed as the ambition to suture time and space
in an impossible dream of immediacy, always tempered, however, by
the passing of time, by the aging of the star, by the aging of the fan.
Robleto’s meticulous labor parallels a fundamental asymmetry of
pop music—the way audiences spend far more time and energy parsing
details of the star’s life than the star will ever return to them in kind. A
pair of text pieces proclaim the one-name monikers of soloists “Dusty”
and “Muddy” (as in Springfield and Waters)—spelled out in cursive
script with thousands of minuscule pale pink clamshells. But ceci n’est
pas une pipe: These adjectival nicknames do not describe what they
depict—the nacreous seashells are neither dusty nor muddy (though
the singers’ last names both refer to water). The intricate collectivity of
the shells hints at the complex affective bonds of the crowd; though the
members of the group are joined laterally to one another, they ultimately
exist in a hierarchy, fused together beneath the larger-than-life, highly
cathected star.
—Eva Díaz
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For the major part of Paul Gabrielli’s sophomore solo exhibition,
“Generally,” half a dozen everyday institutional features—a railing, a
fire alarm, a soap dispenser, etc.—installed around the gallery’s front
room at points appropriate to the functions they reference, were
afflicted with awkward protrusions. Each artifact hosted a parasite that
glommed onto its surface, evoking a tumor or a tick before any form
of assemblage blessed with an art-historical pedigree. Here Gabrielli
blended the found, the manipulated, and the constructed to loosen the
hold of use value over even the most workaday stuff.
First in the space, and typical of the series, was Untitled, 2011. Perched
atop a surveillance camera’s metal-and-plastic housing, mounted on the
entrance wall above head height, was a simple black flashlight. At first
glance, the combination almost seemed to make practical sense—both
objects are used to enhance vision—but a second look clarified the
arrangement’s absurdity. It was as if the oddly matched components,
in gently but insistently pushing against one another, cast doubt on the
whole idea of “purpose.” And in playing with objects without altering
them too much, Gabrielli reestablishes their inherent strangeness in a

real-world arena. Think of the improvised and accidental mash-ups in
Richard Wentworth’s photographic series “Making Do and Getting
By,” or the way that materials in Peter Fischli and David Weiss’s video
Der Lauf der Dinge (The Way Things Go), 1987, seem to act without
regard for what they were originally “supposed” to be “for.”
More evocative still were works based on an alarm bell and a soap
dispenser. In the former, a plastic smoke detector the approximate size
and shape of a hockey puck is affixed, barnacle-like, to a cherry-red fire
alarm. In the latter, an air freshener has settled on a liquid soap dispenser. Both works are also shaped by the artist’s own manipulations
and additions; in the fire alarm, for example, the text on the bell’s
central label has been blurred by digital processing, rendering it not
quite legible. It’s a tiny change, but one that arguably undermines our
expectations more profoundly than any more obvious or exaggerated
intervention. Again, we find ourselves nudged—not shoved—
toward an interzone of ambiguity
and uncertainty.
In the show’s second set of
works, Gabrielli employed a different format but again juxtaposed pairs of independently
familiar elements to produce a
radically unfamiliar third. Par for
the course is a battered piece of
aluminum preserved behind clear
plastic and attached to a cardboard backing printed with a
photographic image of sunsettinted clouds. The reference to
standardized commercial packaging is immediate, but what
exactly is the product on display
here? Is the encapsulated fragment a piece of evidence, a religious relic, a fetish object, or some private souvenir? It appears at once
unique and mass-produced, utterly ephemeral but linked by association
to the natural sublime. As with its companion series, we are left with
endless questions around function and value, nature versus nurture,
played out through products and their physical makeup. We might compare Gabrielli to the protagonist of Tom McCarthy’s novel Remainder,
whose search for authenticity requires him to make and remake the real
until its very substance is undermined.
—Michael Wilson

Paul Gabrielli,
Untitled, 2010,
Ultracal, plastic
smoke detector,
ink-jet-printed sticker,
steel bolt, wood,
acrylic, enamel,
12 x 12 x 4 1⁄2".

victoria sambunaris
yAnCey riChArdsOn GALLery

The border between the United States and Mexico has been contested
since 1848, when the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended
war between the countries. It took survey teams six years just to draw
the line, then marked with small obelisks and stone mounds. Disputes
arising from population growth and other forms of development necessitated that this survey work be redone in the 1890s, when more than
two hundred additional monuments were erected. During the twentieth
century, as towns and cities along the border grew, five hundred more
markers were dedicated; in recent decades, they have been connected
by fences, owing to fears of illegal border crossings. Throughout this
history, images have played an important role in the recognition and
policing of this boundary, from Arthur Schott’s ink drawings, created
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HAUTE ROMANTICS @ VERGE GALLERY
Romantic art in the 18th century conveyed a certain sense of exultation. It pictured untamed landscapes, strong emotions, youth and visions of escape
from the drudgeries of an increasingly material and mechanical culture. Haute Romantics, a show of 13 young, mostly downtown New York artists
sponsored by Art Fag City editor Paddy Johnson, attempts to capture the current incarnation of that spirit. What it does, mostly, is filter the subject
through a lens of other less-exalted isms: narcissism, voyeurism, consumerism and careerism. Laced with strains of witty conceptualism, this photoheavy show, which also includes painting, sculpture and video, doesn’t take its premise too literally, although sex and death do figure in. Alternately
introspective and exhibitionist, it seems, more than anything, to want to have fun – or at least pretend to be doing so.
Fashion is a pervasive, if not dominant influence. Katherine Bernhardt’s four Swatch paintings –large canvases that occupy an entire wall – don’t
criticize or analyze; they simply translate the visual language of magazine advertising into loopy, acrylic-and-spray painted works that feel like popgraffiti product pitches. Naomi Fisher employs a punk/grunge/B-movie aesthetic in large-scale, glossy photos that conjure a universe of tropical zombie
sex kittens – a haunted effect that is echoed in her mixed-media paintings. These combine the schematic style of fashion illustration with abstract,
gestural brushstrokes, creating a Munch-like angst that rubs up hard against the faux innocence conveyed by the works’ illustrational aspects. Sarah
Venderbeek’s black-and-white photo collages recall Man Ray’s fashion plates of the ‘20s and ‘30s. They’re gorgeous and technically brilliant, but in
the end, impossible to disassociate from what Ray did with photograms, multiple images, solarization, and the placement of models in statuesque poses
with otherworldly lighting.
Five short videos directed by Lena Dunham, The Delusional Downtown Divas, zoom in on the antics and obsessions of a group of trust fund brats trying
to claw their way to the top. These segments mimic reality TV, but are, in fact, scripted to make the characters seem both plausible (“I can’t be honest
with you unless I’m lying.”) and ridiculous (“I think fashion should be incredibly painful – like the choker I’m wearing.”). This conceit, which at first
seems silly, pins its subject to the wall by showing how both characteristics co-exist shamelessly. Whether agonizing over accessories, scheming to
crash members-only events or sucking up to each other (or to dealers who are themselves engaged in a parody of Tino Sehgal), the divas in Divas skewer
the downtown milieu the way Tama Janowitz did a generation ago in Slaves of New York. Their parade of romantic and career longings overflows with
sturm and drang, but it elicits no sympathy.
Like the characters in Divas, K8 Hardy (a self-described “video artist, stylist and queer activist” who recently launched a clothing line) demonstrates
that she, too, will do whatever it takes to win our affections. Show extreme close-ups of women in menstrual blood-stained panties. Pose a model
splay-legged, with an apple in her mouth. Feign sex with a camera tripod. Hardy does this (and a whole lot more) in the pages of four large-format
photo books, each of which is littered with semi-coherent pieces of text that masquerade as diary entries. Youth and fecklessness may be qualities of
Romanticism; but like a lot of fashion photography, this is just soft porn.
Asher Penn’s Kate Moss Rorschach Series — nine 8×10-inch black and white photos of the actress overlaid with lipstick-red Rorschach blots – is an
exercise in serial re-framing that identifies, amplifies and focuses desire. Some pictures hone in on Ms. Moss’ face. Others show only portions of her
body. Taken as a group, they function as keyholes to the psyche, and are as revelatory as they are manipulative.
Paul Gabrielli, “Alex Imagining his Own Body”, 2009, 14” x 27” 13”, looped video, mixed-media; Maximillian Schubert, “Untitled (tire with fruit)”,
2010, paraffin and soy way, oil paint
Paul Gabrielli’s work leans toward nihilism. In his video loop, Alex Imagining his Own Body, a man’s tightly cropped face stares blankly at the camera
and appears trapped inside the monitor. This unaffected visage does what Andy Warhol’s 8-hour snooze-a-thon, Sleep, once did: it turns us into listless
voyeurs. More compelling are his two wall-mounted installations: Untitled (Handrail) and Untitled (Scale), both of which render each object unusable;
the first by blocking the handrail with an artificial tree limb, the second by cordoning off the scale with a length of string. They’re cold, clever and effective, but have no apparent relationship to the subject.
Closer to the mark are two documentary-style photos from Peter Sutherland that capture decisive moments. Look Me Directly in the Eye shows a herd
of deer caught in the headlights of a car, a sea of disembodied, glowing eyes. Dog Says Take a Vacation presents a tense stand-off between a man and
an angry dog separated by a chain-link fence. For this artist, man and nature are clearly not on speaking terms.
Asher Penn, “Kate Moss Rorschach (Series #1-3)”, 2008, 8 1/2” x 11”, paint on laserprint
Several artists do address historic notions of Romanticism directly. Maximillian Schubert casts two sculptures in wax that when lit as candles self destruct. One is a car tire littered with fruit rinds; the other consists of cinderblocks. Cast realistically, they recall the abject character of Robert Rauschenberg’s combines as well as the spontaneous altars that sprung up all over Manhattan after 9/11. As objects whose form and potential value decline with
each passing second, they are the ultimate memento mori.
Kristen Jensen and Cian McConn approach the subject with a series of conceptual self-portraits in which they pose, variously, as corpses in Battery
Park (with the Statute of Liberty in the background), in a cemetery saluting a monumental gravestone, and staring, like Narcissus, into pond. Sebastian
Mlynarski provides the show’s purest take on Romanticism with photos of pink-tinged forest scenes, the most evocative of which have the ghost of a
nymph emerging from a pond, as if in a visitation dream, and another showing what could be a landslide or an explosion in a similar setting – a picture
that is intended to mirror the type of reverence for nature once elicited by a legion of painters, ranging from J.M.W. Turner in Europe to the stateside
Hudson River School painters.
With its conflicting allegiances –to both bling and to sturm and drang — Haute Romantics seems to want to walk in both worlds; but it does so haltingly,
like a woman negotiating cobblestones in high heels.
–DAVID M. ROTH
Haute Romantics @ Verge Gallery through March 20, 2010.
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Art review: Maija Peeples-Bright at Solomon Dubnick Gallery
By Victoria Dalkey, Bee Art Correspondent
Published: Sunday, Mar. 7, 2010 - 12:00 am | Page 2I
You couldn’t ask for a clearer illustration of the gulf between West Coast and East Coast art than the current shows of paintings and ceramics by Maija
Peeples-Bright at Solomon Dubnick and an assortment of works, mostly by New York artists, at Verge.
The difference is partly generational. Peeples-Bright is a veteran of the 1960s Funk Art movement while the New Yorkers are of a post-postmodern
generation. But temperament and spirit also differ. The New Yorkers, despite their billing as “Haute Romantics,” are wry, dry and a bit defeated.
Peeples-Bright is wacky, off the wall and as friendly as one of the puppies she paints in her festive bestiaries.
In a recent article on the New York museum scene, Roberta Smith of the New York Times opined that while the aim of being an artist should be
“individuation and difference,” what the Big Apple’s institutions are offering tends to reflect a late-1970s mix of “conceptual, process, performance,
installation and language-based art.”
What’s missing, wrote Smith, is “art that seems made by one person out of intense personal necessity, often by hand.” You couldn’t ask for a better
definition of the work of Peeples-Bright, Funk or not.
But what about the young artists from the Big Apple?
To their credit, they are not as stuck in the past as the prissy practitioners Smith described, but they are far more “serious” and seriously repressed than
Peeples-Bright. Some would see that as a virtue. Funk Art has often been dismissed as lacking in seriousness by East Coast critics. Yet in Smith’s article,
she mentioned Roy De Forest, one of Peeples-Bright’s mentors and peers, as a paradigm of what she is looking for.
At least you can say the neo-Romantics at Verge are trying to break out of the mold, but much of their work comes across as both highly socialized
and rather impersonal, which isn’t to say that there aren’t pieces I admired. Foremost was a series of short videos by a collective called The Delusional
Downtown Divas, which spoofs the vapid and vacuous careerism of the New York art and fashion worlds. Be sure to take the time to sit down and see
them all. They’re a hoot.
I also liked the deadpan humor of Paul Gabrielli’s “dumb” sculptures and the haunting quality of his video piece “Alex Imagining His Own Body,”
which gives us a sustained shot of a delicate young man’s head staring out at the viewer, blinking occasionally but never breaking his gaze.
Much of the work in the show centers on the relationship of fashion and fine art, as in Naomi Fisher’s large-scale photo of a fashionable woman in
cheetah print overalls with a blinding light obscuring her eyes, and Asher Penn’s series of shots of model Kate Moss obscured by Rorschach blots that
look painted on with red nail polish. The series comments both that Moss is an icon into whom we read our fancies and desires and that it is impossible
to “see” her as a person, even in what look like casually posed shots.
Some of the artists make reference to traditionally Romantic notions, especially Sebastian Mlynarski, whose trio of photographs of a misty parkland in
which a female nude appears and disappears magically might be updated images of the “Forest of Fontainebleu.” Romanticism, though of a dingy sort,
also infuses Maximillian Schubert’s trompe l’oeil wax sculptures of a tire with fruit and cinder blocks with dirty socks that function as candles that burn
down during the course of the show, subsiding into puddles of wax on the floor. They are darkly humorous takes on the vanitas tradition.
Speaking of ennui and entropy, Schubert’s piece sums up the spirit of the New Yorkers, which seems preternatually dampened when compared with
the sheer exuberance of Peeples-Bright’s heavily patterned, thickly painted, joyously colored canvases and clay pieces. There’s a sheer generosity of
spirit here that is infectious.
Taking the form of a mini-retrospective, the show moves from a wonderful Matisse-like self-portrait from 1967 to a brand-new imaginary landscape
in which her latest fey beasties – Woofus Vitruvius and Bat Apple – wander through a Carlsbad Cavern made up of animals – flamingos, gators, pigs,
etc. – seldom if ever found underground.
Full of alliterative visual and verbal fun, she gives us, as she writes in a note to one of her works, “rivers made of rhinos, peaks made of peacocks …
hills made of horses, and so on.”
While the earlier works, among them a nearly fearsome “Eagle Everest With Ermine Explorers,” are primo Peeples-Bright, her new efforts also score
high points, especially a droll “Woofanardo da Vinci,” where she introduces Woofus Vitruvius (a canine play on da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man) and a charming series of clay busts including George and Martha Woofington and Sir Woofic Newton.
It’s true that Peeples-Bright’s work is long on laughter and short on gloomy seriousness, but who can resist the sheer fun of it?
© Copyright The Sacramento Bee. All rights reserved.
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jameswagner.com
Paul Gabrielli at Invisible‐Exports
By James Wagner, February 18, 2009

Paul Gabrielli Untitled (Stage) 2008 wood, aluminum,
glass mirror, steel, light extension pole, clamp‐light, light
bulb, enamel 78.5" x 32" x 18" [installation view]

Paul Gabrielli Untitled (See Through Rental) 2008 glass,
Ultra‐cal, foam, acrylic paint, nail, enamel [installation
view]

Barry and I weren't able to get to Paul Gabrielli's exhibition, "Closer Than That", at
Invisible‐Exports until the last weekend of the show. It was a Top Pick on ArtCal for
just two days but it would have been there throughout its run had we seen it earlier.
My posting some images now of this [elegant and sexy, conceptual, posterior‐
minimalist, multi‐media including a bunch of may‐look‐like‐but‐aren't‐readymades]
installation is therefore something of an apology. It's also meant as a head's up,
intended both for those of us who saw it and those who didn't, to be on the lookout
for his work next time he comes around.
This excerpt from the gallery press release ends with a provocative question which
follows the description of Gabrielli's work as:
. . . experiments in form designed to encapsulate the physical manifestation of a
single thought, with all its lyricism and paradox. His pieces represent both interior
visions and the very real destruction of the well‐defined and corporeal. They stand
on the anxious fulcrum of categorization; when distinctions between forms and
material disappear, or are made to disappear, what is left standing?
For more information on the artist and on the program of this smart new Lower
East Side space, see this interview on the newsletter ARTLURKER with Invisible‐
Exports owners Benjamin Tischer and Risa Needleman.
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